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Editor’s Introduction
Welcome to our third issue for 2020, of the
ICTA newsletter, ”FARES”.
Free of charge, feel free to print this
Newsletter and put in your own binder.
Please forward to all your Checker friends
too.

Also in this edition is an update
from Chris Monier regarding his
Checker A11 project. Bruce Uhrich
presents a question about taxicab
plates and we present a story
about the Checker Driveaway
programs.

We have a number of articles and photos in
this editions, but the first topic of discussion
is the annual ICTA show.

You’ll also find in the issue some
great photos of the 1959 Bishop
Sheen Checker A9 limo. Along
with the pictures, we share the
letter that Bishop Scheen wrote to
Raymond Dietrich at Checker
Motors, thanking him for the
beautiful car.

As of this publication date, we plan on
meeting up in August at the Das Awkscht
Fescht. More info and a link to the
application forms is included in this edition.

As always, you’ll also find classified
ads and sources for Checker parts.
Please enjoy issue: volume 6 issue
3.

If you would like to submit an article or
personal profile about you or your Checker,
please forward all content to the email
address on the right side of this page.

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949, 1950, 1952,
1957 and 1967 Checkers
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Members of the ICTA have been participating in
this event for a least 20 years! Long time Checker
fan Don McHenry first started attending Das
Awkscht pulling his antique show car with his
family Checker back in the 70’s. Purchased new in
1961, by the 1980’s Don’s trailer pulling Superba
wagon ultimately became a show car too!

The ICTA 2020 Meet Up at Das Awkscht Fescht
Its official!! The ICTA will be meeting up in August at Das
Awkscht. For 57 years, Das Awkscht Fescht has been a summer
tradition for all ages. Offering three fun-packed days in the great
outdoors, it’s been a perfect way for families to celebrate summer
and see some of the finest antique cars from the east coast.

Through the years more Checker fans have joined
the Checker fun in Pennsylvania. Checker fans like
Christian Hutter and Bruce Uhrich have made the
Sunday show a significant Checker event. Over
that last three years, ICTA members have had a big
impact and each year this event has increased in
Checker participation. More importantly, the ICTA
now dominates this event with active Checker
taxicab owners.

This year the event is being run on the weekend of
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July 31st. Let’s make the Sunday event the official ICTA annual
event. Like last year, we can also attend the Saturday night
Musikfest in downtown Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
Musikfest is an American music festival that has been held
annually in Bethlehem, since 1984, and it claims to be the
nation’s largest non-gated free music festival.
Please click on the link below to download a registration form.
Form and the $15.00 entry fee have to be submitted no later
than by July 1st.
https://awkscht.com/wpcontent/uploads/2019/08/SUNDAY20.pdf

Christian Hutter, Ben Merkel, Pete Talanca & Joe Fay
at Musikfest Saturday night before the Sunday show
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Update from Chris Monier
All four fenders are down ....what a job !
This will allow me treat the inner fenders while they are uncover.
Can’t wait to see it finished 😊
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Bruce Uhrich’s Taxi Plates
"I received my 55/46 NY taxi plate and put it on the front of my car.
The plate was in good condition and fit on the front bracket (16 x 6)
with no problems. It was interesting to compare the plate with a
regular 1955 NY plate that came with my car back in the 1990s. I also
checked with Mike Angelich's book (page 127) to verify the number
and letter pattern. I also checked several of my resource photos and
did not see a front plate on a taxi until 1957 when the size was
standardized in the US to 6 x 12." Does anybody know anything about
NYC front plates?
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Dietrich Designed Checker Limo for Bishop Fulton Sheen Update
We have discussed the Bishop Sheen custom Checker in past blogs,
we now have an update. We recently found in the Classic Car Club of
America Archive files a memo written by automotive designer
Raymond Dietrich, the memo documents the modifications for the
Limo Sheen purchased in the early 1960’s.
Based on letters and other memos, it’s believed that this may have
been Sheen’s third purchase. Additionally, we have recently found
photographs taken by Central Photo Service company. These photos
appear to be of the car that was replaced by the car described in the
1963 Memo. The photographed car was also a Dietrich design. The
photos are dated for April 1959.

The photographed car is a 1959 Checker as noted by the grille parking
light starburst design and the non-center dip front and rear
bumpers. Upon review of the pictures, this photographed Checker is
based based on the Checker A9. It sits on a shorter wheelbase than
the post 1962 limo documented in the memorandum. The door
panels appear to be A9 panels wrapped in leather. The upper door
edges display Checker A9 sheet metal finishing. This car would be
replaced by Sheen in 1963.
The following is a memo from Raymond Dietrich to Checker CEO
Morris Markin.
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To:
Morris Markin
From: Ray Dietrich
Dates: November 30, 1963
Subject: Special Partitions Limousine for Bishop Futlon J. Sheen (Refer
to memo dated April 24, 1963 to you from R. S, Bonner
1. The mechanical features required will no doubt be built into the
Chassis.
2. The front and rear radios will have separate controls, the rear radio
will have rear dual antennas, and a separate antenna for the front
controlled radio.
3. Front and rear air conditioning units each with a separate control.
4. Remote control outside mirror. Installation will present no
difficulties.
5. The memo calls for a complete broadcloth interior—front and rear.
This presents no problems
6. Partitions—the lowering of the driver’s seat an allowing 3” more
distance for the chauffeur would only mean moving the partition
back 3” into the rear compartment. This offers no difficulty
7. Auxiliary rear seats—with the partition moved 3” into the rear
compartment, it would be impossible to use our standard facingforward seats. I would suggest that there be on side facing seat on
the left hand side, which when not in use would fold against the
partition. This would mean that only 4 passengers could ride in the
rear compartment and have necessary room.
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8. Rear sea higher pillow back to rest head presents no difficulty in
effecting
9. Reading lamp with extension cord on right hand side, out for tape
recorder presents no difficulty.
10. The memo calls for a leather roof covering from the rear quarter
window back. We would have considerable difficulty waterproofing
any type of covering that not extend the full length of the roof.
11. Design calls for a small oval rear window. This would necessitate a
wood frame structure which would present no difficulty
12. I have prepared a scale drawing illustrating the type of roof line with is
best suited for a leather top covering.
In the same drawing I have shown the type of auxiliary seat I wish to
recommend, and a suggest design for the oval rear window. Ray Dietrich

Based on this memo it’s pretty clear that the Sheen Checker designed for
1964, is not really that spectacular. Essentially the driver divider was
pushed back 3 inches. Moving the partition back, this eliminated the
standard limo jump seats. A side facing secretary seat was substituted for
the jump seat delete. The car was fitted with some additional novelties
such as a pillowed head rest for the Bishop as well as a rear lamp and an
electrical outlet for a tape recorder. The leather roof and oval opera
window would add a distinctive appearance. Throw in a couple of radio
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do-dads and that’s pretty much it.
Bishop Sheen loved his various Checkers, he would write Raymond
Dietrich the following:
Subsequently Bishop Scheen sent a thankyou letter to
Dietrich regarding Dietrich’s work on the Checker Custom Limo.
Quoting Scheen “Never did I think I would have an automobile whose
appointments were designed by America’s first automotive artist”.
We’re pretty sure Sheen secured a special place in heaven for Ray
Dietrich, the Bishop seemed to truly love his Checker!
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Stuck Home due to Covid 19? Take the Checker Cure

During this time when people across the world are stuck
in their homes, many are going a little stir crazy. That
said Checker fans worldwide may have an excellent
chance to do some big jobs, perform a little tinkering or
leverage other options to enjoy the Checker hobby
during this difficult time.

Checker owner Bill “little hands” Buerkins is using the
down time to strip a couple of cars for his current project
Checker, a car he recently purchased from Matt “rat fink”
Thomas (note the nice Checker in the header being
parted out). According to Bill’s Facebook post at the start
of the Covid 19 out break, “1977 parts car awaiting the
torch” along with “always a work in process”.
More recently on April 3rd, Bill posted more progress,
apparently top priority was given to save of the front disc
brakes. Bill was pretty clear in his post, “ we have to save
the disc brake conversion kit from the
scrapper!”. Ultimately pulled out Bill was extremely
satisfied, he posted on Facebook “Like new disc brake
conversion kit.” Note from the picture, that Bill is
dismantling a rare Checker A11 from the Chicago Taxi
fleet.
Parts pulling is not the only thing that is being done during
this difficult period of stay at home orders across the
world. ICTA member Kevin Hahn took the opportunity to
conduct a Checker photo session with his son.
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Kevin posted in the ICTA Facebook page
“Due to the current situation my son is
living in my basement. He is a Journalism
Major at Michigan State. I thought if I
pulled out the Checker and have him get
me some pics”. With that Kevin posted
fifteen great photos that his son shot of
his beautiful Checker Marathon this
weekend. This writer loves the period
correct wide whitewalls and the fender
mounted factory spotlight.
If you’re not pulling parts or taking
photos, there’s always the opportunity to
just plain work on your Checker. The stay
at home orders are going on in Europe
too, and ICTA member Chris Monier is
certainly taking advantage of the time at
home.
For those who may not remember, Chris
purchased a Checker last summer from

Checker collector Bob Kerkel. Chris flew to Arizona and took delivery. He then
drove across the US to New York City where his 1975 Checker was packed and
shipped home to France. Now at home, Chris is in the process of converting his
Checker into a NYC taxi. As one would expect, when working on a Checker,
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many surprises will pop up, Chris’ biggest surprise would most likely be the moon
grater roof.
Chris has also been working on the jewelry, he posted “Some elbow grease and
good Belgom chrome product and the grille will look brand new !” Indeed it does
look new! Chris is also making progress on his steering column and other small
parts. He posted a series of progress photos of his recently stripped assembly, he
wrote “Another day at work with Old ‘75! The steering wheel is coming nicely …
repainted today … tomorrow a coat of varnish. The hood latch mechanism is like
new again, thanks to sand blaster God!”
So what if you don’t need to pull parts, restore parts, photograph your Checker?
Well as long as you socially distance yourself from other, maybe a good old ride in a
Checker is in order.
Best photo of them all Steve and Jennifer Fiorenzo’s kids in the back seat of their
Checker sleeping during a ride in the Checker!
Please stay compliant with the various rules of social distancing. If you can safely
work on your Checkers, have a ball. We at the ICTA want to make sure that all
Checker fans are safe.
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William Crawford: March 22nd, with all the car shows being canceled, I thought I would have a
Quarantine Checkers only socially distanced car show !!!!!! T-shirt sales have been lower than
expected though. Let’s post all our Checkers and have this show go viral !
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Armin Haag
Ryan Scholl

Stephen Fiorenzo

Joe Fay
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ICTA Member Fred Miller Passes from Covid-19
We lost an ICTA member to Covid. Fred was a great guy, good
friends with Joe Pollard and regular poster in our group. Fred had
been suffering from a number of health issues for the last several
years. We learned of Fred’s passing from Fred’s friend Mike
Lesley, who posted on Facebook yesterday
“We lost a very good man today. Fred Miller, .LAFD Paramedic,
Ret.) passed away this morning due to complications from COVID19.
Fred was a legend in LA EMS. Fred was one of the last single
function Paramedics on the department to retire. Most know him
from their initial training or Fred’s recertification/continuing
education trainings. The way Fred taught made it so you could
understand what EMS was all about.
Fred was the type that would bend over backwards to help
someone. Fred was someone I looked up to as a mentor. I would
not be where I am today if I had not met Fred. After my initial
certification, I worked with Fred at LA Valley College as a skills
instructor. I last spoke to Fred about a week and a half ago. He
wanted to make sure I was being careful with COVID-19 and using
proper PPE. I did not know that would be our last conversation.”
Fred owned a number of Checkers, the header photo is of Fred’s
1963 Checker “Surf Wagon” and Fred’s favorite,
“Big Red”. Our condolences go out to the Miller family.
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Checker Factory Driveaways
In the June 25, 1955, edition of the Ottawa
Citizen, there was a brief news item
entitled Auto Plant Driveaway. It explained
that Chrysler Corporation of Canada had
opened a new retail customers’ driveaway
at the Windsor, Ontario, plant.
The article stated, “The driveaway is
described as the most modern and best
equipped of its kind in the auto industry. J
Harold Alldritt, director of distribution, said
more than 10,000 customers have picked
up their new cars directly at the factory
during the last eight years, and the
company expects to increase this type of
delivery to as many as 50 cars per day.”
So the big question is, did Checker have a
Driveaway program? The answer is clearly,
yes.

Prior to the creation of a full dealer network, most deliveries were
performed at regional cab service centers in New York, Chicago or Brookline
or the factory and the customers were typically taxicab operators. The
header photo shows a full blown driveaway being performed by
Minneapolis Yellow Cab in the mid 1920s.
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A rare and unique photo, note the billboards on the side of the bus
indicates “Minneapolis Yellow Cab Drivers in Kazoo to Driveaway
Checker Cabs” A great photo, it’s important for two reason, first it
demonstrated a driveway program at Checker in the very early
days. More interesting is that fact that Yellow Cab was buying Checkers
as early as in the mid 1920s just after the start of Checker production!

Yellow Cab was operated by John
Hertz, Morris Markin’s biggest rival. The taxi
wars between Yellow and Checker in Chicago
were famous. Taxi drivers were literally being
killed in the raging battle on the streets of
Chicago. Morris Markin would be charged
with witness bribery, in one of those
deaths. He was later found innocent.
The Mayor of Chicago William Dever threw
down the gauntlet, declaring: “We will see
whether the taximen control and own the
streets or the people.” Yet in the picture
above Yellow buying Checkers looks like a
celebration. This writer would assume that
the Yellow operations in Minneapolis was a
franchise operation of the Hertz
company. Several years later, Morris Markin
would buy the company and add it to his
national Taxicab syndicate. Perhaps the
Minneapolis crew was less hot and bothered
by Checker Cab.
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Checker would advertise over the years that Checker prices
was X dollars plus FOB, Kalamazoo. The acronym FOB
stands for “Free On Board” or “Freight On Board,” its a
shipping term used in retail to indicate who is responsible
for paying transportation charges.

In the case of Checker ownership of the merchandise
transfers from seller to buyer for Minneapolis Yellow Cab, it
appears to be Kalamazoo. In the case of Minneapolis
Yellow Cab it was clearly cheaper for 25 cab drivers take a
train to Kalamazoo and drive the taxicabs some 600 miles
back home, rather than to pay the freight charges for rail or
trucking the Checkers home.
Checker would continue with driveaway programs right to
the end of production in 1982. Checker owner and author
of the book Checker Madness, Byran Babbish demonstrates
this on the cover of his book. Byran was one of the last
Checker buyers to take delivery of his Checker in
1982. ICTA member Ben Merkel would also take deliver of
his new Checker in 1982 at the plant.

Byron Babbish Delivery 1982

So based on the early photos as well as the
Babbish photo, it’s clear the Checker indeed have
a driveaway program through out the entire span
of Checker early production through end of
production.
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The Zurich City Checker Ambulance
In the early 1960’s the City of Zurich Switzerland determined
that they needed to replace several ambulances in the cities
fleet of thirteen ambulances. They needed to replace two
Cadillac ambulances that had been in service the late 1930s!.
Between them, the Cadillac ambulances had covered
over464,000 miles over close to 30 years.
Checker Motors had been a longtime exporter of commercial
Cowl/Chassis combinations and automobiles since the
postwar period. In considering a replacement for the
Cadillacs the idea to build two new city ambulances utilizing
a Checker was approved. The Checkers were purchased
from the local Checker dealer, Settelen AG of Basel.
The city purchased two six door Aerobus chassis/cowl
combinations. The package would be comprised of a full
chassis, a front clip including the cowl, dashboard and
windshield. The chassis for the six door configuration was
189 inches in length with a width of 76 inches and ground
clearance of one foot.

Once the city had the received the Checkers skeletons, a
coach builder would be required to build the new
Ambulance body. The first two Checker Ambulances
were built by the coach builder De Giorgi. The resulting
car is interesting to say the least. The front clip is a
uniquely American Checker clip mated to a very
European ambulance body. The standard windshield
seems to have doubled in height. Some members of
the Professional Car Society have commented on
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Facebook that Checker looks more like an ice cream truck
than an Ambulance.
The two Checker put into service were so successful, that
another order was placed for two more Checkers in 1965
and 1966. Additionally, the city purchased two Checker
12Es, one limo and one ambulance sedan (a medi-car
without the expanded roof) . The city put the body
fabrication to bid, two firms bid, De Giorgi and H.
Brunner. H. Brunner won the bid and built to two
Checkers to spec.
All of the Checkers served the city well until 1976, in that
year they were all removed from service. One of these
Ambulance has survived. Its one of the earlier units built
by De Giorgi. It was found and rescued in a junk yard
near Zurich in 2005. Apparently, it sat at the junkyard for
over twenty years!

police cars and specialty vehicles purchased and
performed a full restoration. Its still owned by ACT in
2020.

the firm, ACT Special Car Center of Gretzenbach, a car
dealer that specializes in ambulances, fire engines, police

This vehicle is now for sale, for those interest, ACT
Specialty Cars can be emailed at info@act-specialcar.ch
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traditional pocketknives, fixed
blades/sporting knives, kitchen knives,
limited edition commemoratives and
collectibles. The company originated in
Little Valley, NY., around the turn of the
20th century, before relocating to its
current home, Bradford, PA., in 1905.
The company’s namesake, William
Russell Case, first made knives with his
brothers.

The W.R. Case Promotional Checker Aerobus
We present another item that originates from the files of the Checker
Motors Corp. PR department. This time the item of interest is a
promotional Checker Aerobus used by W/. R. Case cutlery.

W.R. Case & Sons Cutlery Company is an American manufacturer of

The company’s roots extend back to
1889, when the Case brothers – William
Russell (W.R.), Jean, John and Andrew
Case, began selling cutlery from the
back of a wagon in various small villages
across New York state. In January 1900,
the brothers incorporated to form Case
Brothers Cutlery Company.
John Russell Case, who named the
company after his father, William Russell
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(“W.R.”), formed W.R. Case & Sons as it is known today. By the time the company moved to Pennsylvania in 1905, the
four Case brothers had established their brands.
Beginning with World War I, Case made military knives for U.S. servicemen and women including the M3 fight knife and
the V-42 Stiletto. During the 1965 NASA Gemini flight of the Molly Brown astronauts Gus Grissom and John Young used
special Case knives on a NASA space mission.
The photo in the header was published in the Olean, New York Times Herald on October 14th 1965. “W.R. Case And Sons,
Bradford, Pa. purchased unusual vehicles. Shown in the above picture is Russell J. Osborne, President of W. R. Case 23

and Sons Cutlery Co, accepting the keys from George A. Stroup,
Checker Motors Dealer, Eldred, PA. The eight door, 12 passenger
Checker Aerobus is the only on of its kind in the area. Mounted on
the top is an eight foot, 125 pound knife, a replica of a W.. Case
Kodiak hunting knife. The new Checker is being used for the
convenience of W.R. Case and Sons personnel and customers.
The Case Checker Aerobus is another example of Checkers being
used to support a corporate promotional function. According to the
Case web site:
When a Case employee need a ride to work, company founder Russ
Case made sure they got there in style. It was a practice he started
during the gas rationing says of World War II. In 1965, the company
purchased the famous Case Checher Aerobus, an eight door
limousine that was fitted with a giant model of the Liodack Hunter®
The car was a favorite sight around town – transporting visitors and
Case staff – – and often used in area parades. In 1976 the Checker
was donated to the Braford Children’s Home. The giant Kodiak was
placed atop the company sign at the Owens Way factory. Since
1977, the giant Kodiak has been on display at the Zippo/Case
Visitor’s Center Museum in Bradford, Pennsylvania.

So proud of their heritage both in knives and
promotions in 2008 W.R. Case introduced a
commemorative knife in celebration of the
corporate Checker Aerobus. Inventory is low, but
if interested, here’s a link to the corporate store.
http://www.caseknifeoutlet.com/proddetail.cfm?
ses=5A50D206BE3C1E52
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The Checker Fisher Body Program of 1981
By the mid-seventies Checker would revisit the idea of
producing a new Taxi. In March of 1977, Ed Cole, former
GM president, and Victor Potamkin, one of the largest car
dealers in the US, bought control of Checker Motor’s taxi
subsidiary: Checker Taxi Co. then operating Checker
fleets in Chicago, Minneapolis and Pittsburgh.
Cole and Potamkin planned on transforming Checker
Motors. At the onset of the transformation was the desire
to build a new Checker. Cole and Potamkin partnered
with Jim McLernon, President of Volkswagen of America,
to explore the feasibility of stretching the VW Rabbit 21.0
inches in order to create a VW based Checker.
The hoopla was significant; the US automotive world was
watching Checker when tragedy struck. Just weeks into
the new partnership, Ed Cole was killed in a plane crash
while flying his private plane to Kalamazoo. Despite the
death of Cole, Checker soldiered on with the
transformation plan.

Three months after Coles death in August of 1977, Checker
unveiled plans for the new taxi to the public in a Forbes
magazine article. The new Checkers would indeed be
based on a stretched Volkswagen Rabbit. One test
prototype was produced.
The vehicle was driven from Kalamazoo to Chicago. In
Chicago, the test mule was put into loop traffic and

monitored for performance. The resulting test was
disappointing. Upon its return to Kalamazoo, the mule was
parked and the project was killed as it was decided the VW based
concept wasn’t suitable as a taxi. For the rest of the decade,
Checker would continue to produce the A11. The killing of the
VW project also killed the single program created by Cole during
his short three-month tenure at Checker.
In 1981, four years after the death of Cole another new Checker
project was initated, the Fisher body project. The new Checker
was again to be designed as front wheel drive vehicle and built
via a partnership between GM’s Fisher Body division and
Checker. The planned partnership would have Checker purchase
Chevy Citation “bodies-in-white” and then Checker would
assemble them for taxicab use. The project did produce one
prototype Citation test mule, but the project was short lived.
Reported in the July 16, 1981 “Coachman”, Fisher Body’s
divisional newsletter , GM could not assure Checker a continued
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supply of Citation bodies for a time period that met Checker’s
requirements. Remember by 1981, Checker had used the
same body for at least 10 years. GM’s planned obsolescence
policy would exit the Citation by 1985 model year. Checker
planned on the Citation/Checker taxicab to be introduced in
1982. Clearly Checker could not spend significant dollars on a
design that would be obsolete in three years. After the Fisher
Body projected ended the Citation prototype was
commandeered by CMC CEO David Markin for family
use. According to John Morris Markin ” We had the stretch
Citation at our house. My mom used it to take us to school
when she didn’t feel like driving her Checker”.
Checker would move onto the next new Checker
project, Galva II. With this project, Checker would use GM
components yet build their own new bodies. Fisher would be
involved supplying peripheral parts. The body was designed
by Auto Dynamics. This project would be killed in 1982 with
Checker’s decision to exit the purpose built taxicab business.

Over the years, the limited project has been
obscured with rumors. Ed Cole is consistently
mentioned as the man behind the Fisher Body
project. Many Checker fans fondly reflect on Ed
Cole “what if” stories, over the years his impact
on Checker has been greatly exaggerated, his role
and his actions. Cole was only responsible for the
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Taxicab operations division. His one pet project, the VW/Checker died in the fall of 1977 several month after his
death. Cole himself was only at Checker for three months, too little time to make any significant contribution to
Checker’s transformation.
Sorry, but the ghost of Ed Cole did not initiate another Checker program four years after his death.
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1974 Checker Marathon
• In excellent condition, Amazingly well kept
COLLECTIBLE
• The ’74 Checker marathon A12, Ac, ps, pb,
great interior and exterior, 3 stage paint,
• Executive owned car n private museum.
• Call or text (214) 394-4270
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Classified Ads available as of 4/28

1966 checker marathon 327 automatic a/c car price is firm no
lowballers does not run 95% complete all original Nevada car
its whole life. $2,500
About This Vehicle
Driven 123,456 miles
Automatic transmission
Exterior color: White · Interior color: Blue
Link to the Facebook Marketplace Advertisement
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/4971630712083
48

$7,000
1968 checker cab 8 doors
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Link to Facebook Marketplace
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/ite
m/456546418567266
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1968 checker marathon runs and drives needs brakes
and bodywork interior is in great condition three on
the tree straight 6 motor …message for more details
$1500.00 OBO
Location Brewerton, NY
Link to Facebook Marketplace ad
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/254032
9162748334

WOW…Check out this “real deal” Checker cab that was featured in the HBO
series The Deuce…This original taxi cab started out in Kingston NY and is
still going strong…Original V-6, automatic trans, fare box, rear jump seats
and newer roof top illuminated sign…Great for promotional videos, movies,
commercials, cruise nights and car shows…Overall VERY good
condition…Contact Mike at [hidden information] for an appointment to
meet with the owner in Queens Village NY…Intelligent offers will be
considered…NO trades
About This Vehicle
Driven 1,982 miles
Automatic transmission
Exterior color: Taxi cab yellow · Interior color: Black vinyl
VIN: 1CMTS452XCK001500
Link to Facebook Marketplace to connect to seller

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/289487345
0604767
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•Driven 67,000 miles
•Sale price $25000
•Automatic transmission
•Exterior color: Yellow · Interior color: Black
•Excellent Condition
Location: Sandstone, MN
link to Facebook Marketplace
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/6774110329957
50/

Yellow Checker Cab! Runs well and has great
tires. Power steering and brakes are perfect.
15000$ call or txt 406-217-1568 with
questions.
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1966 Checker Wagon, Runs, drives decent brakes work just
need work. Comes w/2 nos rear quarter ( they have the side
light holes) & a really good drivers fender & both nos rear door
pillers. Already took the drivers quarter off & tacted in the
piller. The Seats, carpet, dash & headliner is good. Has the 283
chevy auto its not a daily but will drive ya down the road & on
the trailer and be leaking nothing nor running hot. Radiator is
getting green in spots so it has a new aluminum cj5 rad in the
box also. Good tires, new exhaust, if u can fix rust then this is
not for u, the 67 I done 4 yrs ago was twice as bad & only took
8 months on wk ends& evenings.
Im in Franklin Furnace, Ohio 45629
740-961-2349 $2500 clean clear title

1965 Checker build by Checker Motors Corp., have
clear title
know it runs when you pour gas in the carp it has a v6
automatic transmission has some rust Trade what you
got
Contact seller via Facebook via PM
https://www.facebook.com/tim.frazier.735944
Link to Facebook Marketplace
https://www.facebook.com/groups/14088546268306
2/permalink/3377265919044984/?sale_post_id=337
7265919044984
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Update from Dan Smith and Checker Parts
Hired a crew to help sort today, Ted from unique towing
just showed up to drop another container off. Spending
money like it’s going out of style. You all want checker
parts? I got checker parts hopefully by next weekend I will
know where most everything is.
Well even with five people out here yesterday this is still a
major job. If you need parts it’s going to take me a while
to have all of this sorted. I still have cars, parts and
containers coming from California. Hang in there with me.
I’m hoping the light at the end of the tunnel isn’t an
incoming train. Also you are better of using my email not
messenger to get ahold of me.
checkercab1965@gmail.com, thanks, Dan”
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End Photo

Advertisement

The largest supplier of NOS,
Reproduction and Used Checker Parts
Specializing in Checker Taxi, Marathon,
Superba and Aerobus 602-818-1831

1940 Chicago Introduction of
the new Checker Model A
Taxicab. The ladies are
demonstrating the new open air
steel landau convertible top

